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ABSTRAcr 

'!his paper examines the use of a forecasting and simula
tion rrodel under developrent in the field of international 
telecx::>rmn..U1ications. '!he rrodel enables managerrent to test 
the inpact of various assurrptions regarding the external 
environrrent and internal fX)licy variables on the demand 
and supply of teleconm.mication services and the conse
quences on the corfX)rate fX)sture. 

'!he rrodel is based on a variety of techniques, notably 
ecoOCJrretric and matherratical - statistical rrethods. '!he 
simulation features of the rrodel offer the user a simple 
interactive rreans of entering the scenario assurrptions 
and assessing the likely inpact. 

:rnrroOOCI'ION 

With increasing uncertainties about the everyday business 
environment and the evenrore elusive longer term future, 
corrpanies have realized the need for resfX)nding rrore 
quickly and forthrightly to outside forces and events 
which affect their business. In the final analysis, the 
degree of success or failure in rreeting this challenge 
must clearly depend on management's ability and acumen. 
Analytical tools such as simulation rrodels may, hCMever, 
be of particular value in helping crystalize strategy 
alternatives. 'Ibis is particularly the case if these 
rrodels are conprehensive enough to capture all signifiamt 
interactions between the internal and external forces 
acting ufX)n a company and yet straightforward enough so 
that managerrent is able to readily use the results fran 
such rrodels without undue output transformation, inter
pretation or reformulation. 

'!his paper addresses a rrodel which attempts to fulfill 
the latter objectives. '!he rrodel developed at Teleglobe 
Canada represents the major aspects of the company's 
business through internal relationships and external 
linkage with the outside environrrent. '!he rrodel' s main 
use is foreseen to be in scenario simulation as well as 
in forecasting company related pararreters such as traffic 
and revenues, in its first developrent stage, follCMed 
by human and material resources and expenses as well as 
key financial indicators in its subsequent stage. 

MAIN IDEAS 

'!he conventional forecasting process relies heavily on 
the projection of past trends and relationships into the 
future. While human judgerrent and experience are also 
exercised, deficiencies do exist vis-a-vis quantifiable 
relationships between the company-internal variables and 
the external influences. 'Ibis process, therefore, suffers 
fran lack of a formal nodel of company behaviour which 
would allow a quick grasp of the impact of a change i n 
the business environment and/or internal fX)licy decision 
on the canpany' s performance, and the fX)ssible corrective 
action required to alter such an impact. The use of the 
proposed nodel attempts to rectify this deficiency. '!he 
rrodel also enables standby contingency plans to be 
formulated under alternate scenarios. 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

In 1977, TeleglObe began developing a simulation rrodel 
to support the formal planning process in the areas of 
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simulations and scenario building. 'Ibe puq:ose was to 
provide information to questions such as: 

HCM are the CorfX)ration' s costs related to the 
grcMth in the demand for teleconm.mication 
services? 

Are the prices paid for labor, materials and 
capital consistent with productivity, required 
rate of return, and developrents in the econo
mic environrrent? 

HCM would profits be affected if the rates for 
a major service were reduced by lO%? 

Questions such as these were not handled under the then 
existing planning and forecasting system. 

GENERAL OBJOCTIVES AND APPLICATIONS OF '!HE mDEL 

'!he general objectives of the simulation rrodel of Tele
globe Canada were identified as being: 

FIRST: 'lb generate alternative scenarios and 
business plans based on varying assump
tions regarding business fX)licies and 
the external environrrent. 

SECOND: 'lb relate the demand and supply for 
teleconmunication services to socio
economic variables and to internal and 
controllable variables. 

'!hese statements of objectives necessitated that the nodel 
give a fair indication of the future corfX)rate fX)sture, 
that is to say, the corfX)rate revenue and expense fX)si tion 
and its profi tabili ty, as a function of two main sets of 
variables: a set of exogenous variables over which the 
CorfX)ration has no control, such as those of the external 
economic environrrent i and a set of endogenous variables 
wh;ich are internal to the CorfX)ration and therefore 
controllable within certain boundaries. An example of the 
latter type of variables would be the price structure of 
the services offered to the public. 

Teleglabe Canada's nodel uses a top-bottan approach: the 
estimation of revenues and expenses is done directly 
through a set of equations, and the estimated corfX)rate 
position is then derived directly through the processing 
of these equations for a given set of assurrptions. '!he 
rrodel, therefore, concentrates initially on the ''big 
picture" , '!his rreans, for example, that the total reve
nues fran all services, or fran each individual service, 
are analyzed directly. 

'!he follCMing are typical examples of forecasting and 
planning uses to which the nodel may be put: 

Assessrrent of traffic demand in paid minutes 
or paid calls based on specific assurrptions on 
the availability and price structure of 
services, 

Assessment of occupancy and supply of circuiny 
required to rreet traffic demand. 

Sensitivity of demand am suW1y, urrler varyin:] 
scenarios, to the business and econcmi.c envi
ronment as well as to fX)licy questions. 
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Longer term demand and capacity needs as 
expressed in terms of capital and equiprent, 
assuming certain technological developments. 

The economic and financial implications of 
. certain scenarios on corporate profitability. 

GENERAL OVERVIEW OF THE M)DEL 

The premise rrade in the m:xleling approach is that demand 
is determined by the state of the economy and not neces
sarily created by the supply of services. It assumes, 
therefore, that demand is derived from economic factors 
external to the Corrpany, and that the provision of 
services is a reaction, through policy action by the 
Corporation, to this derra.nd. 

Drawing fron and relying rrainly on existing bodies of 
economic theory, a system of equations is developed to 
explicitly interrelate demand, supply and the reSUlting 
financial position. The operational frarrework considers 
the influence of the national and international economy, 
as well as other environmental factors along with company 
and industry paraneters. From these equations, viable 
policy options open to the Corporation can be examined and 
quantitative rreasurerrents of the irrpact of alternative 
policies be evaluated. The diagram in Figure 1 
sumarizes this concept. 

FIGURE 1 
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As can be seen, operating revenues are derived from the 
demand nodule and operating costs from the supply. The 
dif~rence between the two is the operating income. 
profits before taxes are obtained by substracting other 
non-operating costs and revenues from the operating in-
COtE. 

The nodel is structured in three phases representing 
three diffferent areas. 
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PHASE I or Demand M:dule is carq:xJsed of the 
follCMing subnodules: econanic envl.ronment, 
prices and tariffs of services, demand and 
revenues. 

PHASE 11 or Supply Module is composed of: 
capital outlays and rtanpower expenses, supply, 
and expenses sul:.m:>dules. 

PHASE III is a ccrnprehensive financial and 

economic analysis m:xlule which uses as inputs the 
outputs from the other phases. 

M'lile Phase I relates primarily to the function of the 
Marketing LepartIrent, Phases 11 and III relate rrore spe
cifically to Engineering, Operations and Finance. 

These phases are seen in the general structural diagram 
presented in Figure 2. 

GE NE RAL S T RUCTURAL O IA GkA.'1 

PHAS E- I I'HASE- II PHA SE-I II 

Phases I and 11 are independent m:xlules in the sense that 
they can be operated independently of one another and can 
generate their own reports such as various traffic and 
revenue reports for Phase I and production factors and 
expenses reports for Phase 11. 

'Ib provide further insight into some aspects of the nodel, 
the demand nodule which represents the first stage of the 
m:xlel 's developrent and is currently operational will be 
discussed in some detail. 

THE DEMAND IDOOLE 

The Demand Module is CClT'gX)sed of five subm:xlules as shown 
;- ~ Figure 3. 
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'!he forecasting approach used is one which takes external 
forces explicitly into account. An alternate approach 
would have been the use of an extrapolative rrethod such as 
autoregressi ve and noving average processes. Hcwever, 
since extrapolative techniques essentially ignore the ex
ternal influences, they were not deerred appropriate and 
instead the causaJ. econaretric rrethod was errq:>loyed. 

'!Wo basic sets of equations are contained in the Derrand 
M:Xiule: the real demand (traffic) type of equations, 
based on econaretric rcodeling and the revenue type of 
equations which are definitional. '!hese two types of 
equations are represented in Figure 4. 

REAL DEM.; ~:: 

(Tra~:i c) 

(ECONO~IC, ) 
F \ENVIRONMENT, PRI CE 

REVENUE .. (TRAFFIC X TARIFF) 

EXPLANATORY ECOI'::>~IC 
VARIABLES, e. 9 ., G:>''P 
TRADE, INFLATIOr; , __ _ 

WEIGHTED AVERAGE 

PRICE ACROSS A SAMP~ 
OF COUNTRI ES 

lo.'EIGHTED AVERAGE 
TARIFF ACROSS A 
SAMPLE OF COUNTRIES 

'!he econanic environrrent consists of variables such as 
incare, trade, imnigration, inflation, etc., as well as 
institutional and structural variables such as nurrber of 
teleP'lones installed, habits, postal strikes, prices of 
substitute services, etc. A forecast of the value of 
these econanic and structural factors is stored in the 
econanic enviroment subrrodule. '!he user can avail him
self of these pre-stored data when performing an analysis, 
or can override them by entering user-suwlied assUlllp'"" 
tions. The price variable of the traffic equation is a 
weighted average of the rate charged to the const.llTer for 
a sp:!cific service. Finally, the tariff variable is a 
weighted average of the rates across a sample of major 
countries representing the majority of telecommunication 
traffic with Canada. The price and tariff variables are 
stored in the prices and tariffs subrrodule. The user can 
vary this data, and thus analyze the impact of a proposed 
r£!.N tariff structure on traffic and revenue. The result 
of "an analysis is fonnulated into an appropriate report 
subrrodule. '!he report can be standard or custanized for 
a specific application. 

Figure 5 shcws a typical report, representing the outward 
telephone traffic, or nurrber of minutes of telephone 
corrmunication originating in Canada and destined for sorre 
major countries. 
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FIGURE 5 

TELEPHONE TRAFFIC LEAVING CANADA 

MAJOR COUNTR I ES 

~ 1980 illl 1982 ~- 19 &4 

-- -------------- in 1000s minutes ----- - --------

Great Britain 21866 26677 31746 36088 41862 4e56~ 

West Germany 4774 5872 7164 9113 10844 1279E 

Italy 5568 7016 8665 11114 13448 16138 

~rance 3538 4316 5179 6423 745 1 86~3 

Greece 24 93 2992 3590 4452 520? 6 J ': ~ 

Switzerland 1258 1503 1946 2392 2775 31 ~1 

Austral ia 100 1 1161 1335 1517 1699 18E;:' 

Japan 945 1200 1500 1869 22 24 26,,2 

Be1!;lium 69 8 85 2 1039 1310 1559 18': : 

TOTAL 42141 51589 62164 74 278 87071 101698 

THE MJDEL' S C'CMPUTERIZATION 

Three main co~nents are required in the computer soft
ware structure in order to support the corporate rrodel. 
'!hese include: a data base, a rrodel base, and a report 
base. In addition, an input rrodule is required to ensure 
the proper interactive interface with the user. '!his 
general structure is represented in Figure 6. 

SYSTEM STRUCTURE 

R(PURlS •• SE 

I-~( 11 PIIAS( I ~ 
I II~ 

~!/ 
t3 

--@ 
L-__ ~ 

The data base is used to store all values of variables, 
current and projected, and is organized in such a way tlat 
an analysis can be undertaken by varying predefined sub
sets of these variables. For instance, it is possible to 
see the irrpact of a 10% rate increase for telephone 
service to a sp:!cified group of Europ:!an countries in the 
person-to-person class. '!he relevant data has to be 
sorted from the data base and the 10% increase has to be 
applied to it. The result is then stored terrq::oraril y in 
the current scenario base, from which it is made available 
to the rrodel base. Directed by the input rrodule, the 
appropriate equations in the nodel base are then activatEd 
and the result is made available to the report base. " The 
user then selects the desired outputs from the report bcse 
in the form of a table or graphic. 
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IMPLEMENTATION OF 'mE MOOEL 

From the outset it was decided that one of the ke" feat:ures 
of the nodel should be simplicity of use by analysts and 
teclmically-oriented people as well as by management. Its 
development is carried out by a team of specialists in 
different functional areas. This is done through regular 
oonsul tation by the specialists. '!he users are given up
to-date presentations each time a working stage is can
pleted in order to record ccmrents and essential feedback 
before proceeding any further. 

As for the nodel' s progranming, it was decided to use a 
specialized node ling package instead of a conventional 
language such as FORTRAN. Sc:ma of the rrain factors which 
led to that decision were: the progranming tiIre was 
estirrated to be Imlch lower; it could be done by non
professional programrers and therefore allowed them to 
concentrate on the nodel itself rather than on the pro
granming; easy nodification and updating could' be conduc
ted on very short notice; custanized application could be 
devised by linking different blocks of the nodel in 
various ways at the users' derrand; and, finally, overall 
implerrentation costs would be less expensive. 

'!he decision to use a specialized nodeling system was con
current with the decision to use a computer service 
bureau instead of in-house processing facilities in order 
to draw from the specialized outside sUPFOrt in the 
development of the nodel. '!he FCS system offered by the 
ccmputer service bureau of Comshare Limited was finally 
selected after exploring rrany other special p1.ll1X>se 
language and nodeling systems, including complex vendors' 
benchmarks. '!he package offers an easy user-oriented 
progranming language, powerful enough to be used by a 
beginner as well as by an experienced analyst. It also 
met the previously described required structure. 

USERS' INI'ERACI'ION WI'lli THE MJDEL 

A typical sequence of users' interacti on with the nodel 
will rDN be examined. '!he sequence is indicated in 
Figure 7, along with Figure 8 which shavs the various 

~~~~-:-~<:?~~~- !~!~~~!!<:?!:! 

00 you want an e xplanation of how to use the system? 

• NO 

What anal ysis do you want to perfOrM: 

Wha t level: 

• 1 

Do you want to pe r foi: a look - u!=. o!'" a scenaric:' 

\o\-~'l(l ~ scenario assuiT'Il .t ions: 

• 2 

Is your scer.a:-io COinFlete:: 7 

* YES 

\.;ha t !"02:"or!: d o you want ? 

• 6 
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. rrain options offered to the user, as IX>ssible resIX>nses, 
with their corresIX>nding codes. It can be seen that the 
user is directed, in a decision-tree fashion, through the 
sequence of questions and their sets of IX>ssible answers. 
Each particular an&Wer steers the analyses tavard a 
particular sul:m:>dule... A complete interaction of ques
tions and an&Wers has the effect of inter linking all the 
requested submDdules in the appropriate fashion followed 
by sequential step calculations. 

VALIDro'ION 

FIGURE 8 

!!~~~:~_!!!~~c:!!~~_Q~!!Q!!~ 

TELEGLOBE C, RPORATE MODEL 

[xplanatior,? 

I 

What analysis '? 

YE S 

What level ? 

Look-ur- or sce nar io: 

I 

Seer.ario assumptions? 

Scena!"i r.:- cOMcletec? I . 

What report ? 

'!he proof of any nodel, in the final analysis, is itspre
dicti ve powers. For exarrple, in order to assess the 
nodel's validity, the set of demand equations estirrated 
over the period 1960 to 1975, were run with actual values 
for the exogenous and endogenous variables for the years 
1976 and 1977. Results showed that the volUITE of demand 
for the latter years, described by the nodel, was fairly 
close to what was actually experienced, e.g., an error 
no larger than 3% per annum. 

It should also be said that insofar as the nodel is ever
evolving, it attenpts to continually represent and 
siIm.llate the changing aspects of the ccrnpany' s business 
within the industrial structure and the econcmy at large. 
In order that it meet this objective, it is continually 
being validated for its perforrrance versus actual 
occurances • 
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